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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this note is to gives

- an outline of planning in the Republic of Guinea* and

- some ideas on comprehensive planning in under-developed countries

in the light of our experience.

We shall omit theoretical discussions which are the concern of

development specialists.

Thus this note is divided into three parts:

- the first describes the general geo-socio-economic situation of

the Republic of Guinea,

- the second describes the Guinean Three-Year-Plan - conception and

present state of progress\

- the third part gives some general ideas on comprehensive planning.
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FIRST PART

GENERAL GEO-SOCIO-ECGNOMIC SITUATION

The Republic of Guinea lies "between, the 7th and 12th parallels North

and between the 8th and 15th degrees of longitude VJest of Greenwich. It is

therefore entirely in the humid tropical zone.

To the west the Republic of Guinea is bordered by the so—called

Portuguese Guinea, and the Atlantic Ocean, to the south by Sierra Leone

and the Republic of Liberia, to the east by the Republics of the Ivory

Coast and Mali, and to the north by Mali and Senegal,

2
It has a total area of 245*375 km , or oao-aeVonteeath of former

French West Africa. Guinea, which has been called the "African Switzerland",

is a country of varied and broken relief and picturesque countryside. It

has a population of three million-,= or 12 persons to the km r!

Diversity of structure, countryside, climatic and human conditions

make it possible to distinguish four large regions: Lower Guinea, Middle

Guinea, Upper Guinea and Forest Guinea.

POLITICAL SYSTEM

Guinea, which has been an independent State since £8 September 1958

is a democratic, lay and social Republic-

One President of the Republic. Head of Stat.fr- elected for 7 years-

One Parliament of 50 Deputies - elected-for 5 years.

The country is divided into:

28 administrative regions;

136 administrative posts;

7,164 base units. *'

One Political party, the PDG (Democratic Party of Guinea), consisting

of:

One Political office: 17 members;
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28 Co-ordinating-"committees;

163 sections;

7,164 base committees. ; '

• ■■■ ■- economy1 ■•■>■'■■ ■ !'-

Agriculture is the corner-stone of the Guinea* economy. The diversity

of climate and relief, allows of a great variety of cro^. '

The most important food crops are: fonio (p^spalum longiflorum),.

millet and above all rice which is the Guinean staple diet. The diet is

supplemented traditional crops such as maize, batatas, cassava, ground-

nuts and various vegetables (tomatoes, onions, okra, ginger, sesame, pxmento)

To these crops must be added, fruit* bananas, pineapples, citrus,

fruits; industrial crops -coffee, palmetto, groundnuts, sesame; and

miscellaneous crops: rubber, quinquina, cola-nut, etc.

LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION

Livestock production is an important activity and resource for Guinea.

Livestock is estimated at: : , . ■

1,500,000 cattle; ■

800,00Q sheep and goats; .,.:.-.

2,500 donkeys and horses;

7,000 pigs.

Guinean livestock production is thus peculiar in that it is centred

on cattle and that t,o-thirds of it is concentrated in Middle Guinea

(F>uta gallon) and Upper Guinea. Beefccattle may weigh as much as 400 *g.

Meat yield often exceeds 50 per cent.
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■FISHERIES

Fishing is carried.on in the rivers of Upper Guinea and along the

.300 km. of the territory's coast.

• ■ There is a great future for sea fishing for off the Guinea coasts

there,is a vast continental shelf which is one of the areas most abounding

with fist of the West African coast, with many excellent species.:

TRADE

; External trade amounts to over, 60 million, dollars a year. Exports:

50 per cent mining products and 50 per cent agricultural produote.

MINERAL AHD SfERGY RESOURCES

They..are abundant and varied.

Pegosits.pf;iron, gold, diamonds, bauxite, etc.

Hydro-electric potential of more, than 15 thousand million Kvh.

SECOND PART

GUINEA THREE-YEAR PLAN

(July I960 - June 1963)

A. CONCEPTION ,-.-■■

. The authorities of the Demooratic Party of Guinea (PDO) have always

entertained the idea of planning.

Even during the loi cadre there were contacts with eminent technicians

of scientific planning. After independence these contacts increased.

We should like here to express our great gratitude to them.

In September 1959 the fifth PDG Congress.thus defined the direction

to be followed by the Guinean economy.
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The development of our country's economy uill odiously depend on its

social aspirations. . Whatever a country's political system ney be its

economic organization will of necessityfollow^suit. .

■■'■■ ■■•""hie rfble purpose of political economy is to settle economic matters

in accordance with given political conditions. ..Our movement for de-

colonisation, our will,for. democratic progress^ social justice, our

determination to achieve a unitary and harmonious development m short

our political independence ant the growth of our personality demand that

•th9 structoe of $hfi Cuinean economy and the economic practices of our

peoples ^production,>rade and consumption should go the «ameW and

respect the same prinoiples.

"The economic fact^ann&t be dissociated: from the political fact on

which it is dependent as one of its many, fetors, an aspect of the vital

conditions and development objectives of a given society or country.

-'It is easy, to understand therefore that our national economy must

regain its personality and develop in accordance *iW-1fce harmonized

interests of its population. . .

"It must be able to meet the people-s needs in all sectors.

"Our political system . «on&eail individualism, theft, oppression and

exploitation. Thus our economy must, through planning, the introduction

of numerous technical measures, co-operation and the equitable distribu

tion Of wealth and goods produced,., promote^ to the utmost general progress

and a perfect balance in the nation.,...■-.-. ....

■■■■ "the economic revolution, so that it ?ay. De studied in all its
aspecte)Will %« the subject of :the nextrnational PDO conference which

will .examine and manure our first three-year plan.

"He :■ think, lhat before 1 July I960 we shall be able to settle the

important questions which will condition the perfect application of the

Guinean Development Plan in mining, industry, agriculture, handicrafts

and social affairs: Guinean currency, national bank, issuing houses,

investment code, customs system, etc.
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waiting for the great decisions to be taken, the Party and its

Government have already established a scale of importance which the Three-
year plan will obey*

50 per cent for production

30 per cent for social equipment

20 per cent for administrative infrastructure."

The DALABA Confers* (25-27 February i960) laid the foundations

for the execution of this policy by deciding:

- to establish a Guinean currency; and

- to fix the date of the Kankan Conference which was devoted, in th.

main, to the three-year plan.

The KANKAN Conference (2-5 April ..i960) examined %

- President Sekou Toure's progress and orientation report;

- The balance-sheet and prospects of the Guinean economy submitted

by the Ministry of National Economy; . :■

- The political principles of the Plan submitted by President.

Se"kou Toure;

- The structures of the Three-year Plan submitted by the Minister

for Planning;

- Economic mobilization )

- The will of succeed ) Submitted by President
m, , . , . ) Sekou Toure

- The budget of the Three-year Plan )

The Kankan Conference had to draw up the economic balance sheet of
60 years of colonization.

Despite its agricultural, pastoral, forest and mineral wealth Guinea

has remained an under-developed country. There was hardly any industry,

and the trade and financial channels were organized and controlled by
France.

Political independence had straight away to be matched with economic

independence. Guinea had, first and foremost, to decolonize its economic
growths.
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At this conference one of the. speakers was to. draw attention to

certain exigencies, certain aspects of scientific planningt , .-■

- planning must "be subject to the imperative needs of the people;"

- it must observe economic and social priorities.which conform to

realities? . . .

- it aims., at. the removal of social injustice?

- planned management becomes obligatory after approval of the Plan;

- it requires the introduction of certain structures? including

a central mechanism (Ministry of Planning);

- Planning is a method, a discipline. It calls for a fai^ balance

between the development of the"various branches of the economy,

consumption and national accumulation; "

- it requires that the productive sector should be.the centre of

development 5

During the conference the Secretary General of the PDG defined the

political principles of Guinea's economic and social development; plan.

Guinean planning is part of the "revolutionary prospect of the

political system of the PDG-. "

' "The Guinean revolution, which is essentially a political revolution

cannot be interpreted as a multi-revolutionary action the interventions

of which in the various sectors of national activity would each have

their special internal logic, .On the contrary, it must ever co-ordinate

and direct the nature and purpose of each intervention, each action, in

accordance Tith its own principles and ends.

"As soon as the political determination ceases to be regarded as

preponderant the way is open to all the discards which flow from -errors

of-judgement.and intellectual confusion whereby 'means are substituted for

the end and-the object,- considered in itself? ends by concealing the

objective.
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rul _c^~.\ok:j: ■-£ n°*L' x'Vie d,du,pt(?/licii of political action to

economic nation; iv.it e the ccn^rcuv? it is the use of economic activities

for political e~ad.x-, \Jj.m':j. all Jrto :v-^c reasons therefore must the re-.

volutionaiy z •://■. '->. .■.i,s/;ir-vi to the er-oiicr^ poP.j lioal ends v.hich are in

intimate ~eI2.tj.c1 vri',.1. vae rev: ..utio..:. and of a naturo fully in keeping

with the natvro cf tho revolution.

.. ..!'If it iu ;,,cl;;o:'. ■■ f^I it .v.-t^o adnitted, - that the political

revolution coiiaucc-o-. V-;r M10 P.'JG xx. a eooir.l revoluuionj it must also t&

admitted ti;r,t it )1^;-' ■_;, "-ollLi^i.l "purpos.ii ■ ■ - ,"■'." \ .

"Moreoverj it it: c;';>.iirv :^lu social nullity of the revolutipn ■■

which confers on it its pc^r.l^v i^atpro just as the conditions in.which

it develops ^-ive it :-.tc -U/jio.:,^! ::~^t-cgt,qv. In reality, although the. ■

nature of the Cvt:'.^p. „-,;>-07u^ior^J._c^ --;r;-_cr>.tial?-:,r popular?■> its national

character is^Vut a u^:-.;...e^'.s of_tc ^ ~ f^c":J-c£J:....^a':;.'^c'..'1'n^ conditions

which ei^pade:i?od ";.J; ■.'.:-,C v'/'.c1). i1'' -".1 ^on^^ to o.odix'y i.n &ooordgjioe with

the a,f5T>ir.-iJtiovirj

"The Kar." -': Gc;::"ox-ence prcvidod "oje opportunity to re-examine the

political pi'incviplea of t^e revoluticr:. ti;id stste it.3 direction more

explicitly while c.t tlio r^i^-j ■ ; rs\-cal::.ig the oloso -.*c-::nr;:ions existing

"betwoen politi^^l dtiini'.tic-1. ml. the roLu.luing eoononic action;. ■

— ..I'liL-.pla-i ::;.j j u t-j d-jvzz^l to ^:-V7e the Guinea people; themselves

t- S'.'T^t^,'1 '■■.iinf; i.j ,'„ ry:a.".": e.::; r^.'t i.'cO.i. r«i*u "the people. ■ ,..,■■

- It ?.3 vio"'-; - i-vr,;1"'!'-! ->f "::.c:-:.n~ >rhj Vn .systeii ye chall finally

adopt-_-_;'-■ i^? r 'y^^'fr. jf h^/'in^ a, full u^d-:rstgnding of our

vhioli ^in.lc::- ^lc'U^ to attain our

tir ■. L objectives'

Spoakin^ cf ulio i,j,joj; oi planningj ihe beore bury-Gcneral of the

PDG noted ->v:n co:\uc£r.zi--
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(1) to en3ures under the best possible conditions? the economic

development of the nation;

(2) to ensure that this economic development constantly conforms

with the socic.l aspirations of our populations.

"Our plan forms part of a perfectly defined political orientation 5

it does not surrender to doctrinesor theories which do not serve the

present conditions of our economic development. One of its main purposes

is to establish the conditions for economic development in as balanced

and efficient a way as possible.

"Our plan will never be T>erfecJ; until itp have brought it to full

fruition; special reasons mil lead us to add to it in one sector and

reduce it elsewhere 1 to r.odify it as may be required."

After this brief outline of principles it is easy to understand the

structures and objectives of the Guinean three-year plan.

STRUCTURES OF THE GUINEAS THREE-YEAR PLAN

THESE SECTIONS

1. A national section -^hich will be accomplished at the level of the

Nation with the means of the Nation;

2. A regional section ;:hich cenprizes all that the region may accomplish

with its means end in proportion to its conditions. The State will

provide the regions with any essential material means they may lack;

3. A special section uiiich includes the activities of all private or

particular societies,

OBJECTIVES OP THE THREE-YEAR PLAN

- Improvement of the standard of living;

- Economic decolonisation;

- Transformation of Guinea into a modern country.
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Its budget (1960-1963) is as follows (in thousand millions of

Guinean francs—j.

Infrastructure and transport

Production

Social services

Reserve fund

14,161

18,390

6,211

0,130

38,912

(36.39 >)

(47.26 fo)

(15-96 $)

( 0.38 jo)

99.99 1°

It is composed as follows %

HEADING I - INFRASTRUCTURE AND TRANSPORT

Chapter 1

11 2

3

4

5

" 6

Chapter 7

M ft

Chapter 9

11 10

11

Administrative infrastructure

Aeronautical bases and ports

Road infrastructure

Stadia and sports grounds

Transport

Post and telecommunications

Total Heading- I.

HEADING II -PRODUCTION

Agriculture and stock raising

Industry-

Total of Heading II.

HEADING III - SOCIAL SERVICES

Housing .and Youth

Records

Public Health

Total of Heading III.

6,744

1,322

1,158

0,490

4,225

0.225

14,164

10,110

8,280

18,390

0,771

3,689

1,760

6,220

l/ One dollar « 245 Guinea francs.
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HEADING IV - RESERVE FUND

Chapter 12 Reserve fund 150. . .

I - MODERNIZATION OF THE INFRASTRUCTURE OF THE COUNTRY

- Buildings

- Means.of communication, ports, airport

- Equipment

- Radio transmitter

- Cinemas

- Modern printing works .. . .

- Railway equipment

- Hotels'

II - RAPID INCREASE OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION

Guinea possesses considerable agricultural resources. The three-

year Plan provides fors

1. The modernization of agriculture through mechanization

2. Modification of the agricultural economy.

(a) Establishment of agricultural-production co-operative societies.

Basis of the new organization - provision has been made for

500 - their purpose is to increase production and guarantee,

sales thus raising the living standards of all:

- improvement of agricultural methods

- collective use of equipment

- improvement of traditional farming methods

- establishment of collective land holdings (mechanized

agriculture).

The budget'of the plan has provided for all the funds needed to

finance the-equipment of these co-operatives.
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(b) Establishment of rural modernization centres in each region

- Model State investment, at the level of each region for the

teaching of modern methods and.for the distribution of

seeds, plants and selected animals.

3. Regrouping of regional production services

- harmonization, co-ordination of the work of the technicians

engaged in agriculture, livestock production, of the water

and forestry services and of the work of the co-operatives

and rural centres. ■ .

4> Establishment of national agricultural production centres and

State farms

Pilot enterprises concentrating on export crops

3 national centres in Lower Guinea for the production of

pineapples (700 ha)

30,000 tons of pineapples in 1963;

3 national centres in Lower Guinea for the production of

bananas (500 ha)

15,000 tons?

6 national centres in Middle and Upper Guinea for the production

of 30,000 tons of groundnuts;

1 national tobacco centre (200 tons)

7 animal breeding farms at Fouta and in Upper Guinea

I State Farm at Fie (700 ha)

AGRICULTURAL OBJECTIVES OF THE PLAH

Increase of 45,000 tons of rice in 1963 '

II 70,000 " " bananas

" " • 4,000 " "'• coffee "

" » 31,000 " » pineapples "

11 " 15,000 » " palmettos » ;
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Increase of 30,000 tons of groundnuts in 1963

11 " 200 " » totacoo ' '"'

" " 100 "'■"'" quinine

11 " 22,000 "' ■« fish "

Fruit plantations will tie encouraged. Food crops, and the installa

tion .of bottled fruit, factories will be encouraged.

More long-term development insofar as-animal breeding is concerned.

Encouragement of the :rork of research centres. Campaign against natural

and artificial pests.

III. INDUSTRIALIZATION OF:THE COUNTRY

Industrialization - the basis of economic independence - is the

surest and quickest means of accumulating national wealth.

Because of its transitory nature the Three-year Plan cannot lay

the foundations of heavy industry. It took light industry as its aim

and provides fors

- 1. factory for agricultural tools producing 400,000 tools per year;

- 1 light mechanical construction factory;

- 1 cart and wheelbarrow factory producing 50,000 articles;

- 1 kitchen utensil factory producing 250,000 articles

- 1 wood furniture factory producing 60,000 pieces of furniture;

- 1 nail factory producing 600 tons;

- at HAMDU, a cannery also producing fruit juice and orange essence,

- at BOFFA, an oil mill and a palm-oil soap factory;

- at KOUNDARA, an oil mill and .a soap factory?

- at KOUROUSSA, SIGUIRI, DRAGUEDA, • DAMISSAKOURA, KANJAW and KASSA,

rice mills treating 50,000 tons; :

- at CONAKRY, dried banana.and banana meal factory;

- at N'tfEREKORE, a sawmill;
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- at CONAKRY, two herring curing establishments also producing

fish meal;

- at CONAKRY and MBDU two 100 tons refrigerating, plants;

- at KINDIA, 1 tannery-shoe factory producing 250,000 pairs of

footwear per year;

- at FOUTA and in Upper Guinea, 5 slaughter-houses with refrigerating

and drying plantJ .._..,- _

- 1 cigarette factory;

- 1 pineapple oannery;

- 1 tapioca factory?

- 1 oil mill for koura and mene oil;

- at COYAK, salt extract industry and sea-water chemical products;

- extension of the production of plastic objects;

- parallel with the inventory of mineral resources, establishment

of State gold and diamond enterprises; ■;■■;■

- modernization of handicrafts.

IV.' ACCELERATION OF .GENERAL EDUCATION AND TECHNICAL TRAINING

PRIMARY EDUCATION

- to open 900-new classes of 65-pupils before 1963;

- accelerated.: teacher training. , n..

SECOND DEGREE

.- 4*500. new pupils will enter secondary schools and colleges;

- 120, classes[to., be opened for technical education in particular;

- extension and modernization of the apprenticeship centres at

CONAKBY-KBTDIA;

- establishment of the national School of Agriculture at .KINDIA;

"^modernization of the TGLiD schoolr -■ ; . - .- V ■

".-establishment of two agricultural mechanization centres (KOBA-KANKAN);

''-"establishment of the Public Health School, fori.
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60 midwivesi

60 social assistants.■■;.

HIGHER EDUCATION , ,

- establishment of a polytechnic:350 pupils per- years

- University at DALABA$

- literacy campaign, eradication of 80 per cent of illiteracy among

adults by all appropriate means: radio, cinema, etc.

V. SOCIAL PROGRESS' ' ' : i;i ' ~

The objectiy.es are: .,,.;■ ■■.■-■■. ■, -,.

- sports, sports grounds - stadia; : _.

- extension of hospitals;

- frontier dispensaries; • : ■ _ : r-.'o- -

- campaign against serious epidemics.

Such was the character ;of "the Plan af^er the KANKM' aonfe^ce.

But after the first year of its application and in accordance with

the principle whereby the Plan can be changed during its application,

we have at present attained 45 thousand mi'iiions in investment.

Those activities which for .economic reasons proved unsuitable have

beenj^eleted.^ New activities have been inserted.

.c .Thusv,the.-FIE State.-farm has been abandoned and replaced by a scheme

*> improve the^ice-bearing plains of :loWer Guinea (35,000 hectare

programme). ...

::"""rV-the projects for national centres for groundnuts and tobacco have

been abandoned and the co-operative farming has been encouraged;

- the national centres for the production of banana^ and pineapples

have been put on a regional basis with a view to improving

productivity;
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- palm groves have been put on a regional basis with a view to

improving productivity;

- the programme for the acceleration of general education and

technical training has been greatly expanded (see chapter on

educational reform);

- provision has been made for a chemical fertilizer factory;

- provision has been made for a paper factory;

- provision has been made for town planning in CONAKRY.

Always in the light of experience, administrative and political

decentralization has given a further impetus to the rate of achievement.

Have reviewed the main provisions of the Guinean Three-year Plan?

let us glance briefly at the present state of accomplishment.

PRESENT STATE OP ACCOMPLISHMENT OF THE PLAIT

First, a small explanation.

A first remark must be made: the conception, preparation and

execution of this first plan were of necessity influenced by the

conditions of under-development in which the country found itself

after achieving independence.

What were these conditions? They were many and of every nature

and affected at one and the same time all sectors of the Nation, which

was lacking in administrative and technical supervisory personnel; the

economic infrastructure was non-existent and the social infrastructure

left much to be desired; the economy was one of exploitation and the

currency was not even independent, etc. Nevertheless these factors

constitute an indispensable foundation for any planned economy.

This explains ,why instead of aiming at a limited number of activities

the Tftr$e-year Plan has covered all aspects of national life which, quite

naturally, has conditioned,.its structure. ,
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The urgency and number of the difficulties to be solved at one and

the same time have greatly influenced the condition, under which this

first Plan has been prepared-.

The:Party and the Government where confronted with a double choice

in preparing the Plans

- either to adopt the normal method, that is, undertake a whole

series of studies and investigations and on the basis of the informa

tion obtained., draw up the Plan5

. or to adopt a more audacious method, but one full of risks and

'- bristling with difficulties because it involves several unknowns;

the latter method was chosen.

Under this second choice, the objectives to be attained were entered

under chapter headings. The ZMM Conference has, therefore, drawn up

. list on these general lines and the Government caused the Natxonal

Assembly to approve a list of operations according to the detaxls

established. Thus a start could immediately be made on those actxvxties

which did not call for long preliminary studies: schools, out-patients

appartments, administrative buildings, etc. Obviously, the start on the

other activities - for which we were dependent on foreign supplies - ^

depended either on long technical studies or on imports the conditions ox

delivery of which did not always depend on us. It is essential to

emphasise this as a reply to those who claim that the Three-year Plan xo

behind -ohedule and that the promised factories have not materialized.

We knew beforehand that, on the whole, there would be a year's delay m

embarking on the agricultural activities. In fact, the Plan was approved

on 1 July I960, i.e. not in the growing season, and the agricultural

material ordered for the sclent of national centres, rural modermza-

' tion centres and agricultural production co-operatives could only be

- delivered during thefirst ,u^er of 1*!. It is a Oracle, therefore

Md entirely to the credit of ■*• people of Guinea that the agricultural

objectives are well on the w».y to achievement.
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INFRASTRUCTURE AND TRANSPORT

the open-aii" theatre to seat 2,000 persons is "being completed;

the collective listening places are functioning?

the Sonfonia radio transmitters were inaugurated a year ago and the

Kipe transmitters are being installed;

more than 50 per cent of the hydraulic equipment programme has been

completed;

60 per cent of the hotel building programme has been completed;

administrative "buildings have been3 or are being, erected in all

administrative regions 5

the national building undertaking possesses modern equipment to

cope with the many buildings under construction;

the 3*300 metre CONAKRY airport is in service;

the fishing port is at the planning stage;

despite considerable equipment difficulties have been encountered

in improving the road network;

the 25?OOO seat stadium is half-way towards completion;

the road, rail, air and sea transport systems are coping more and

more with the country's needs;

the polytechnic institute will soon be opened.

II. PRODUCTION

the project for a 7*000 hectare farm has been abandoned in favour

of a rice-growing improvement plan on the lower coast (35,000,ha,)5

all the agricultural activities included in the Plan will be carried

out. It should be noted that administrative and political decentral

ization has made it possible to free initiative and contribute to

the remarkable success already noted;

of the 32 industrial activities included in the Plan:

12 are in course of execution;

8 are in course of preparation;

12 are being studied.
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It should be noted that the delay in this case is due to the reasons

previously mentioned.

■ , III. SOCIAL SERVICES

The health and education programmes will "be largely covered and in

some sectors even exceeded. This is the sector of activity in which

human investment is "best manifested..

The original educational reform programme has been modified in order

to accelerate developments

EDUCATIONAL REFORM

Acceleration of the development of education:

- all children of school age are, as soon as possible, to attend

school 5

- expansion, as a priority, of the'teaching of fundamental sciences.

Period of general education - 12 yearss

1 cycle - 4 years (mass education)5

2 cycle - 5 years (intermediate education)

3 cycle - 3 years (secondary education)

■Taking as a basis that before the reform only 25 per cent of children

of:, school age. attended school, the following plan has been drawn up:

1962-1963: One 1st year class for every built-up area of 2,000

inhabitants.

1963-19641 One 1st year class for 1,000 inhabitants, one 2nd year

class for 2,000 inhabitants.

1964-1965: One 1st year and one 2nd year class for l?000 inhabitants.

One 3rd year class for 2,000 inhabitants,

1965-1966s One 1st year, one 2nd year and one 3rd year class for 1,000

inhabitants; one 4th year class for 2,000 inhabitants.
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1966-1967: One whole first cycle class for 1,000 inhabitants.

1st cycles 1st, 2nd, 3rd*.-4th years - day-school system.- Material

. accomplishment is financed partly by the community and

the region and partly by the Ministry of National

Education.

One thousand five hundred young persons have just

completed their pedagogic training course for the next

school year.

2nd cycle: 5th, 6th, 7ths 8th and 9th years - day-school system. .

All temporary measures are contemplated for the opening

of the next school year (October 1962). Specialization

of pupils at the end of the 7th year. ~ ■ '

Technical education: 6 centres. Pupils divided

according to chosen speciality. First part of technical

certificate at the end of the 9th year and 6-week

vocational*training course during the holidays. After

this course three possibilities*

- Technical Secondary sphool - 3 years...... Technical

School-leaving matriculation.

- Technical college - 2 years 2nd part of technical

Certificate production.

- Production -

3rd cycle: 10th, 11th, and 12th years - boarding-school system.

(a) General secondary education - school-leaving

matriculation in general subjects*- - '-■—

(b) Technical secondary education - technical college,:

3rd cycle, 10th and 11th years; ■

- 2nd part of Technical certificate

- Te-l::.ico,l secondary school, 10th, 11th and

12th years;

. - Technical school-leaving matriculation.
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TEACHER TRAINING COLLEGES

(l) Training college for primary school teachers

AIM: to train teachers of the 1st cycle and 5th and 6th years of 2nd

cycle.

LEVEL OP RECRUITMENT: certificated pupil-teachers afe recruited from

among pupils admitted to the 9th year.

LENGTH OF TRAINING: nine months divided into 29 weeks of class work.

SYSTEM: 4ay-school.

(2) Training college for secondary school teachers

v. -p +^« -7+v, fl+v, and 9th vears of the seoond cycle.
AIM: to train teachers of the (tn, otn, ana y\,u j»aiO

LEVEL OF RECRUITMENT: from among certificated pupils admitted to the 10th

year.

LENGTH OF THAINIHG: 23 months, divided into 67 weeks of class work and

a four-week pedagogic course.

SYSTEM: Boarding-school.

(3) Training college for teachers in higher education

AIM: to train teachers of the 3rd cycle: 10th, 11th and 12th years.

LEVEL OF RECRUITMTT: from among pupils holding the school-leaving

certificate.

SYSTEM: ■ hoarding school.

(4) Technical teacher training college.

AIM: to train assistant technical teachers for practical work in work.

shops and technical design.

LEVEL OF RECRUITMENT: by competitive examination from among holders of

,■.:.".: ■ . t. vocational diplomas.

LENGTH OF TRABUBO: 23 months divided into 67 weeks of class work and a
four-week vocational course in industry or a research

department.
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LITERACY CAMPAIGN

■ . This consists of teaching adults to read and write in their mother

tongue using Latin characters. Seven national languages have been

maintained, six syllabries terminated. Training of leaders in progress.

The campaign will be launched before the end of :1962. The possibilities

afforded by the structure of the party give every reason for hope. -

CONCLUSION ;■ -

The Three-year Plan has;

- decolonized the administrative, economic and social structures;

- developed production;

- improved the conditions of living of the population; .

- laid the foundation for future plans.

On the basis of the experience acquired, we allow ourselves to give

some ideas on comprehensive planning. -:

: THIRD PART

SOME IDEAS ON COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING

The task of stimulating theoretical discussions we shall leave to

eminent development specialists, tfe shall merely confine our-sslves in

the light of Our experience to suggesting some ideas.

I. NEED FOR PLANNING

We consider that planning is essential for all developing countries.

: This planning must respect the laws and fundamental principles of

development and it must be specific. To be efficacious it. must oover all

sectors of activity.
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II. PURPOSE

The characteristics of under-development must be corrected, methodically

by appropriate measures. These characteristics, as L,J. LSESET has said,

aret

- the sjnallness of the national income per inhabitant;

-.the under-developmeat of a large section of the population and the

prevalence of epidemics;

- primitives routine, unmechanized agriculture;

- lack of infrastructure;

- lack of industrialization;

-• illiteracy; ' ■''■"- ■ ■ " ■ "' ■ ■■ - ■"-"-' - ■'"-' -■ ■ -

- absence or inadequacy of scientific and.technical supervisory

staff; ' '■ -: ■'■■ ■ '■ ■' ■ ■ " ; •■ " '■■■-' ' ■ ' ■■■ '■ ■" ■

- great predominance of--the-agricultural sector and rural, population,

wide-scale disguised unemployment;

- low financial capacity, low rates of saving and investment;

- low capital level;

- high rate of fertility or inadequate birth control.

III. MEAHS

(a): General t

First, the inherited structures - political structures

- economic structures

- social structures -

must be decolonized.

- good administrative and political basis (political stability);

- each country has its own realities which must be taken into account;

~~ priority given to productive-sectors;

- objectives determined in relation to needs expressed by the masses

and real possibilities of achievement;

- planning organization capable of playing its parts conception,

control, co-ordination;
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- statistics to be organized;

- the first plan is always a rich source of.learning? it.is the basis

of later plans.

Agricultural production - livestock - fisheries

- the land (State monopoly)5

- development of co-operatives and State production centres5

- encouragement of producers.

(c) Industry ' :

- inventory of natural resources : :'

- choice of industries on the grounds of profitability and requirements?

- lengthy studies.

(d) Infrastructures Although mostly considered as unprofitable it

conditions development. .

(e) Public and mix enterprises ■

- good and economic management5

- politically, morally and technically qualified senior staff?

- - qualified accountants^

- rational division of labour;

- encouragement of workers! / .". . .......

- well studied plan of -operation,

(f) Private investment

. ■ . - to be .directed., in accordance with the. imperative needs of planning;

- to be encouraged "by investment codes acceptable to both parties

in question.

(g) Currency - bank: monopoly. . . .

(h) Trade ■ ■ l ■v --■-■.■-.. ■ , . ■■ ■ . -

- external (monopoly)5

- African common market?
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- domestic wholesale monopoly;

- appropriate control.

(i) Prices: to be fixed with care. .

(j) Wages: to be adjusted in accordance with the real possibilities of

the country. :

(k) Health: eradication of mass diseases.

(l) Education: bold reforms basis of progress,

(m) Financial sources:

- important measures necessary to "take—off"5

- to be revealed with precision before the plan is launched; ■

- provision made for operation expenses after work has been,put

into effect;

- stimulation of national accumulation;

- real and generalized austerity;

- stimulate savings 5

- foreign assistance;

- human investment? mobilization of the masses, .rho have to be

directed,

(n) Foreign assistance:

- an indispensable complement to the national effort;

- accept all assistance free from political conditions;

- avoid being the theatre of any cold, war strategy;

- avoid being the organic prolongation of any political or economic

feudalism.

(0) Technical assistance

- qualification to be sought;

- loyal collaboration with no interference in the internal affairs

of States; knowledge of the official language of the oountry;
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- knowledge of the difficulties of under-developed countries;

- awareness of the special conditions of under-developed countries;

- positive work.

(p) Training of Senior personnel

- benefit widely from fellowships awarded "by governments and the

various international and private organizations for the training

of senior supervisory personnel;

- local training of middle-grade personnel.

IV. CONCLUSION

In our opinion, comprehensive planning is the most obvious way for

under-developed countries to change their present situation,

To this end, international solidarity has an important part to

play.

CONAKRY, 24 September 1962.




